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Welcome to the fifth* semi-annual report on Futuregrowth’s flagship Infrastructure &
Development Bond Fund (IBF/Fund). With a fund size of nearly R17 billion, it is one of
the largest dedicated funds of its nature, with the longest track record, in Sub-Saharan
Africa.
The Fund continues to play an integral part in infrastructure funding. Since its launch more
than two decades ago, it has funded various initiatives in the infrastructure and
developmental space, gaining exposure to sectors such as power, transport-corridors,
healthcare, education, SMME development and affordable housing.
Diversity continues to play an important role in terms of the management of the Fund echoing our credit ethos - with exposure to more than 154 issuers and over 37 economic
sectors.

We also talk about our recent investments in the agricultural space by highlighting the
importance of food security, and a recent investment through a debt facility that was
provided to Capital Harvest, a leading financier in this space.

Jason Lightfoot
Portfolio Manager

From a performance perspective, this Fund has performed phenomenally well over the past
year, both on a comparative (relative to benchmark) and an absolute basis. It is important,
however, to remind investors that this is largely off a low base and because of a postCOVID recovery. Nonetheless, we are currently valuing our unlisted credit instruments at
levels above pre-COVID valuations. We believe that a normalised level of return for this
Fund, based on its mandate and risk appetite, remains at a level of around 1.75% to
2.15% over the benchmark.
In this report
In this report, we provide some thoughts, and some discontent, on the second installation
of Government’s Sustainable Infrastructure Development Symposium South Africa
(SIDSSA) and highlight what needs to be done to tap into the vast availability of capital through both the banking and pension fund markets.
*The previous report, as at 31 March 2021, was incorrectly identified as the fifth report: it was in fact the fourth
report. We apologise for this confusion.

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Image source: Capital Harvest/Dennegeur
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The South African government recently hosted the second Sustainable
Infrastructure Development Symposium South Africa (SIDSSA), bringing
together key role players from the public and private infrastructure investment
space to address how the country’s much-needed infrastructure investment can
be facilitated. We are all aware of the long-term benefits such investment can
have on a country’s economic growth - as well as the ancillary gains of job
creation and state debt reduction.

Chart 1: South Africa GFCF as a % of GDP

Lack of investment opportunities leads to a dismal GFCF
The extent of infrastructure spending in an economy is reflected in the level of gross fixed
capital formation (GFCF) as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP). The measure
captures how much money as a proportion of total economic activity is being invested in
capital goods, such as equipment, tools, transportation assets and electricity, together
with various measurable outputs of these investments.
South Africa’s reported GFCF has been historically low, except for the brief period in the
build-up to the FIFA World Cup in 2010 where it reached a peak of 23%, the highest
number achieved since the early seventies and start of the eighties. Latest statistics tell a
dire story, with GFCF as a percentage of GDP at 12% in 2020, which, although partly a
result of the onset of COVID-19-induced lockdowns, is still considered far too low for a
developing economy. Several studies consider an acceptable norm to be in the region of
30% to 35% of GDP. We do acknowledge that 2020 was an uncertain period, but most
emerging economies were still at least 10% higher than South Africa’s dismal 12% over
this period. Despite a lot of noise and talk through various investment conferences, we
have seen very little real translation into actual investable opportunities for the market.

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Source: World Bank
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Human failure and a shameful waste of public funds
The availability of monetary capital is not in shortfall but there is a need to invest in real
bankable projects but there remains a gap in respect of much-needed human capital
within most spheres of government, in terms of ensuring that project feasibility studies
and project preparation are undertaken in a diligent fashion to ensure that they reach a
stage where risk-adjusted capital can be applied.
A glaring example, and one of many where the government is failing on this front, is
when one looks at the state of South Africa’s municipalities. Ineffectual, unqualified and
cadre-driven deployment results in a bleak picture when one looks at the audit outcomes
for 2019/2020 presented in a recent Auditor General Report. Out of 257 municipalities,
only 27 showed a clean bill of health, with 57 failing to deliver financial statements at all.
Overall, R26 billion of irregular spending was also recorded, a despicable and
unacceptable waste of public funds.

The politicisation of infrastructure remains a big concern, a key example of this being a
Minister with two opposing portfolios (Energy and Mineral Resources) bent on maintaining
South Africa’s dependency on coal despite huge reduction incentives being placed on the
table by the developed world. The Integrated Resource Plan of 2019 allows for a greater
dependency on renewable energy over the ensuing years, and it doesn’t make sense not
to take advantages of grants and financial incentives that could assist the likes of Eskom
in its path to a just transition, which will likely require R190 billion to fund various ownbuilt and run renewable initiatives. The state-owned entity remains heavily indebted
through previous instances of mismanagement and malfeasance.

How could this money have been better spent? R26 billion could have funded the creation
of 260 schools, 47 three-hundred-bed district hospitals, or 65 000 affordable housing units
- providing a home for more than a quarter of a million South Africans.
Some hope, some despair – and several lingering qualms
The constitution and creation of Infrastructure South Africa (ISA) and the Infrastructure
Fund have gone a long way in terms addressing many of the concerns around project
preparation and feasibility studies over the past two years. However, the long-term
success of these initiatives will largely depend on a coherent and succinct policy within
government to ensure that there are no blockages to stifle their success.

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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We are, however, seeing some green shoots and some success stories coming out of the
creation of ISA and the management of the Infrastructure Fund under the arm of the
Development Bank of Southern Africa. But it is still concerning that there were 62 projects
mooted at SIDSSA 2020, with close to half of those still forming part of the 55 projects
mentioned at SIDSSA 2021 – with no clarity as to what happened to the rest of the
projects mentioned in 2020.
A rare success
While it is evident that very few transactions have reached a state of bankability, one
success story is worth mentioning: Phase 2 of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project. This
reached financial close earlier this year, drawing in billions of Rands of funding across the
capital markets.
The Lesotho Highlands Water Project forms part of the Integrated Vaal River System that
supports development in the provinces of Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Free State, North-West,
Limpopo and Northern Cape by augmenting the yield of the Vaal River System.

Image: World Bank

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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Some capacity in place but much work to be done

published earlier this year, with the aim for the pension fund industry to play a much more
meaningful role in terms of infrastructure investment.

South Africa’s total infrastructure funding gap has now grown from R1.6 trillion to over R1.8
trillion and it remains a concern that more than 90% of these transactions are still in the
initial stages from a project life cycle perspective. In spite of this, the market remains
cautiously optimistic that it won’t have to endure in the future what it has become
accustomed to in the past: great concepts followed by dismal implementation.

A lot of work still needs to be done to ensure that the infrastructure pipeline reaches a stage
where the capital markets can play a meaningful role. It is hoped that ISA and the
Infrastructure Fund can build on their already strong capacity, aided by an enabling political
and legislative environment, in order to take South Africa into the future before the
impending doom becomes a reality - of basic infrastructure crumbling beneath our feet.

From a pension fund perspective, the market still awaits feedback from National Treasury
post the market’s response to their proposed changes to Regulation 28. These were

Current visible projects: R1.8 trillion over 10+ years
Social Infrastructure R4,354,000,000

0.23%

Manufacturing and Industrialization R4,851,500,000

0.26%

Water R155,512,562,631

8.3%

Transport R94,787,000,000

5.0%

Student Accommodation R74,800,000,000

Human Settlements R3,737,420,492

4.0%
0.2%

Energy R1,418,120,000,000

75.3%

Digital R119,740,000,000
Agriculture R7,520,950,000

6.4%

0.4%

0.0%
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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Source: Futuregrowth & SIDSSA // Updated: 19 October 2021
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Portfolio manager

Jason Lightfoot

Benchmark

All Bond Index (ALBI)

Performance target

ALBI + 1%

Current weighted average credit
A+
quality (Internal rating)

Average yield enhancement

2.53%

Listed yield enhancement

0.71%

Unlisted yield enhancement

4.71%

Current structure

Pooled

Fund start date

January 1995

Total Fund assets

R 16.92 billion

Termination period

1 calendar month (size dependent)

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

The Futuregrowth Infrastructure &
Development Bond Fund is a specialist yield
enhanced bond portfolio and forms part of
Futuregrowth’s suite of developmental funds.
The Fund targets commercial risk-adjusted
returns through a combination of moderate credit
concentration limits, active interest rate risk
management and active off-benchmark bets.
The Fund may invest in a wide range of debt
instruments, including those issued by
government, parastatals and corporates, as well as
securitised assets. The inclusion of assets is subject
to credit committee approval.

The Fund is allowed to invest up to 50% in
unlisted credit and up to 5% in equity assets,
primarily through the Development Equity Fund
(DEF) subject to investment committee approval.
The outcome is good risk-adjusted alpha generation
over time. In order to retain adequate liquidity and
flexibility, and in the course of managing new
investments, asset maturities and sales and fund
flows, the Fund usually maintains a high degree of
liquid and/or non-developmental assets.
The Fund aims to provide investors with a vehicle
that facilitates infrastructural, social, environmental
and economic development in southern Africa and
delivers on a variety of social impact outcomes
such as job creation, affordable housing, access to
services and healthcare.
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Cumulative performance
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2.21%

10.73%
8.52%

2.01%

10.28%
8.27%

1.54%

9.72%
8.18%

9.80%
8.51%
1.29%

0.93%

3.74%

10.01%
9.08%

12.46%
1.77%
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Data as at 30 September 2021 // Since inception date (GIPS Performance): January 2000
Fund start date: January 1995 // Source: Futuregrowth/*Annualised
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The Fund outperformed its benchmark for the period. Credit spread accrual continues to be the main contributor to performance. On the interest rate side, stock selection and yield curve
positioning largely mirrored the return of the benchmark, returning a flat return. Our short fixed-rate swap spread position was mostly flat for the period and we primarily benefited from
positive carry earned. Revaluations to certain unlisted equity assets residing within the Futuregrowth Development Equity Fund, in which this Fund holds units, were also a positive
contributor to outperformance.

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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Developmental product suite
Futuregrowth has a 25-year-plus track record of
investing in developmental assets. Our funds
provide finance to institutions that may not
typically receive support from the traditional
banking or lending process. In addition to
providing finance (credit), we also invest in
equity and retail property with a developmental
nature.
Our developmental funds are part of our broader
responsible investment strategy and reflect the
intention of our clients to do good by investing
consciously to make a positive impact on society
and the broader environment, and thereby to
safeguard our collective future.

Our suite of developmental funds consists of:
-

-

Fixed Income (Infrastructure &
Development Bond Fund, Power Debt Fund,
Inflation-Linked Debt Fund);
Unlisted equity (Development Equity
Fund, Agri Funds);

-

Unlisted retail property (Community
Property Fund); and

-

Fund of funds incorporating our suite of
development funds as building blocks
(Developmental Balanced Fund).

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Futuregrowth is dedicated to the development and
empowerment of South Africa and its people. We are
constantly looking for opportunities that will yield optimal
financial returns for investors while making a meaningful
difference. As such, we have become a reliable channel for
investor savings and promoting national development.
We define developmental investing as financing that a)
provides investors with commercial returns and b)
produces a social and developmental impact. In South
Africa the primary focus is on the provision of basic
services and improvement of infrastructure development.
In order to achieve sustainable, long-term, benchmarkbeating performance, we apply a responsible investment
filter when screening and analysing new deals for our
developmental funds. This is supported by a robust credit
process that considers both financial risks and
environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks.
Global contribution
We are also aligned with the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), thus contributing to this global
"blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future
for all". The SDGs are covered in detail later in this report,
where we link the activities of the deal featured to these
global targets.
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(See: www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-developmentgoals/)
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Futuregrowth actively measures and manages for impact. Our impact measurement and management approach is aligned with both global and
local development frameworks.

National Development Plan (NDP)

This is a long-term development framework for the elimination of poverty and reducing
inequality in South Africa by 2030.

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

These goals represent the globally agreed 2030 agenda and are a call to action to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.

Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI)

Futuregrowth is a signatory to the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), which is an
international network of signatories contributing to developing a more sustainable global
financial system by incorporating six defined Principles for Responsible Investment into
investment practice.
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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We have priority outcomes that reflect the critical social and economic changes our clients and stakeholders would like to see. Throughout our
engagement with companies, we track core metrics, using key performance indicators (KPIs) outlined below, which can be reported on a
company, sector, portfolio (Fund) and aggregated AUM level - to enable us to report on the impact achieved.
Key performance indicators (KPIs)

Priority outcomes

Avoiding
GHG*
emissions

Job creation
Renewable
energy
produced

# Jobs created

Economic
empowerment
of PDIs

Transformation
Local
economic
development

Transformation
% of women
in leadership
roles
Gender equality

*Greenhouse Gas
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

#See page 19 of this report
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44.80%

22.80%

11.51%

3.51%

2.45%

2.30%

Exposure across
infrastructure
sectors

16.85%

and 2.23%
in Health,
Tourism and
Education.
Energy including
renewable energy

Transport

7.55%

4.65%

Development
finance

2.17%

Water &
sanitation

Communications

1.23%

1.19%

Exposure across
other developmental
sectors

and 0.07%
in BEE and
Environment
Preservation.

Low income &
affordable housing

Invested in all 9
provinces

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

SMME finance

Agricultural development
& land ownership

Consumer & business
access to finance

Other infrastructure

Delivering social impact
that changes lives
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Limpopo

0.62%

Nationa
l
65.72%

Mozambique

Gauteng

North West

0.39%

8.60%

Mpumalanga

1.97%
Over 30% of the Fund’s investments impact
rural and outlying peri-urban areas.

Namibia

0.01%
Free State

0.69%
Lesotho

Northern Cape

0.36%

The Fund has geographical diversity
across South Africa, with investments held
in 9 provinces. The Fund has nearly 66%
exposure to assets with a national footprint.

KwaZulu-Natal

1.32%
7%

0.22%

12.40%

urban

26%

rural

Eastern Cape

peri-urban

3.69%
Western Cape

67%

4.01%

Source: Futuregrowth
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021
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TOTAL JOBS

80 127

35 105

27 462

Total job numbers

Permanent
jobs sustained

Temporary jobs
created

17 560

In August 2021, a sample of 32 of the
investee companies in the Fund
revealed these job numbers.

JOBS BY SECTOR

52%

20%

16%

9%

SMME

Housing

Communication

Energy

Indirect permanent
jobs created

1%

The SMME sector was the strongest
job creation sector (despite only
forming 16% of the assets collated).
Positively, 83% of the jobs created
are held by PDIs and 54% by youth indicating the strong developmental
impact of our funds’ investments.

Agriculture
and 2% in other sectors

83%
Held by PDIs
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

54%
Held by youth

#96
Held by people with disability
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The Fund’s IMPACT across SDGs
Ensure
healthy lives
and promote
well-being
for all at all
ages by
investing in
businesses
that improve
the
availability of
healthcare
and medical
services as
well as
special
medical
units.

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all by
investing in schools and education programmes to
increase skills and knowledge to attain employment
and create more inclusive and sustainable
communities.

Ensure availability and sustainable management of water
and sanitation for all by investing in businesses that ensure
there are sustainable, affordable and scalable water and
sanitation solutions for all while ensuring that the poorest
communities don’t get left behind.

Our clients’ investments contribute directly to ten
SDGs across all sectors.

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all by
investing in new, expanding or existing renewable energy projects resulting in the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the promotion of technology and
efficient business models.
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all by investing in underserved markets that
unlock and support job creation, growth and improved
labour standards and practices for improved livelihoods.

The Fund’s IMPACT across SDGs continued
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation and foster innovation by partnering and
supporting government in financing infrastructure projects and
providing access to finance for businesses that create more
inclusive and sustainable communities.

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable by investing in businesses that increase the
availability of affordable housing stock near transport options
and provide access to home ownership for low- and moderateincome populations.

Our clients’ investments contribute directly
to nine SDGs across all sectors.

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns by
investing in projects that promote climate adaptation in
agriculture, water management, recycling, land use, and
construction to build sustainable, efficient and resilient economies.

Reduce
inequality
within and
among
countries
by investing
in
businesses
that
promote
financial,
social and
economic
inclusion
for all in
order to
promote
inclusive
growth and
reduce
inequalities.

Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts by investing in
businesses that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, increase resource efficiency,
preserve and grow natural capital and
support climate mitigation.
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increased access to finance
Capital Harvest (Pty) Ltd is a niche agriculture finance group based in the Stellenbosch area of
the Western Cape. The group provides a wide spectrum of finance solutions to both
commercial and developing farmers across South Africa. With facilities under management of
R4 billion as at Feb 2020, the group has established itself as a leading agriculture financier in
South Africa.

Capital Harvest ’s SDG contribution
SDG 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere.

More than 820 million people go to bed hungry every day, according to the World Health
Organisation - which underpins the global need to invest in agriculture. Private sector investment
in South Africa’s agricultural sector is playing a crucial role (particularly given the liquidity
challenges at Land Bank) in ensuring and improving food security – both locally and abroad.

1.4: “By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the
poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources,
as well as access to basic services, ownership and control over land
and other forms of property, inheritance, natural resources,
appropriate new technology and financial services, including
microfinance”.

Against this backdrop, Futuregrowth (on behalf of its clients) has invested in Capital Harvest, in
order to improve access to finance by farmers and agri-related businesses. Capital Harvest was
founded in 2006 with a debtor book of R3 billion as at February 2020. It provides production and
working capital to farmers, and 20% of its exposure is in secondary agricultural activities such as
pack houses, cold storage facilities and abattoirs.

SDG 2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition
and promote sustainable agriculture.

Capital Harvest has financed more than 100 farming enterprises, providing them with:
•
•
•

bespoke financial solutions that are specifically geared to the agricultural environment;
formalised sales, credit, risk, and compliance processes based on banking best practices;
and
access to a team of 22 qualified, knowledgeable and experienced staff.

These projects have created and sustained employment opportunities, generated income, and
helped reduce poverty. Capital Harvest has a holistic approach that supports resilient and
sustainable agricultural systems, including those that benefit and empower smallholder farmers,
their families and communities. Supporting agricultural enterprises through increased access to
appropriate financing solutions can have many positive spin offs – as can be seen in the example
of Dennegeur Farm on the following page.
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

2.3: “By 2030, double the agricultural productivity and the incomes
of small-scale food producers, particularly women, indigenous
peoples, family farmers, pastoralists and fishers, including through
secure and equal access to land, other productive resources and
inputs, knowledge, financial services, markets, and opportunities for
value addition and non-farm employment”.
SDG 12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.
12.2: “By 2030, achieve sustainable management and efficient use
of natural resources”.
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Dennegeur Farm has been a client of Capital Harvest since
December 2008. Over and above facilities to finance the
farm’s production costs of the harvest season on an annual
basis, Capital Harvest has provided funding for capital
expenditure, such as the construction of a cold storage
facility.

Dennegeur has a strategic focus on environmental
management and is GLOBALG.A.P., SIZA, BRC, M&S Field
to Fork and Waitrose accredited.

This family-owned deciduous fruit farm in the Western
Cape has been in business for more than 50 years and
covers nearly 235 hectares. About 192 hectares are
currently farmed, including a small rented portion of a
neighbouring farm.

Responsible farming
The farm produces world quality apples and pears, with
over 10 500 tons exported annually to the United
Kingdom, Europe, Russia, Africa, South East Asia and the
Indian Ocean Islands.
Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Workforce development
Dennegeur’s passionate pursuit of excellence extends to its
workforce, for whom it aims to create a working
environment employees can be proud of, with a culture
that promotes personal development. The farm currently
employs 135 permanent workers (93% of whom are
previously disadvantaged individuals/PDIs) and 221
seasonal workers (99% of whom are PDIs). The farm
provides housing to 58 permanent workers and their 232
dependents, and accommodation for 112 seasonal
workers.

Sustainable future for the worker community
Various programmes are offered to benefit the employees,
their children, extended and retired family members. These
are designed to offer everyone an opportunity to create a
sustainable future, and include the Dennegeur Crèche,
After Care Centre, Granny Smith Art Project, Training
Kitchen and Farm Clinic. The like-minded partnership
between Capital Harvest and Dennegeur has played a
significant role in making all of this possible.
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Outputs

Inputs

Invest in and grow
profitable and
scalable
businesses

Outcomes

Productivity
enhancement and
market access for
communities and
farmers

✓ R837 million

Capital invested by the IBF

✓ 23 permanent direct
employees
✓ Financed more than 100
farming enterprises since
inception

✓ Enhanced agricultural
economies
✓ 3 472 permanent indirect jobs
created of which 89% are
held by PDIs
✓ 639 permanent workers and
1 140 dependents provided
with housing
✓ 491 seasonal workers and 24
dependents provided with
accommodation

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

Increased
availability and
accessibility of
agricultural goods

✓ Improved smallholder farmer
yields
✓ Improved food security and
nutritional outcomes
✓ Increase resource efficiency and
improve natural resource
management

Impact

Inclusive economic
growth and
improved
livelihoods

✓ Managed funds of
R4bn.

SDG

Contribution
by Capital
Harvest
Disclaimer: Impact indicators and SDG contribution as a result of business activities at the time of reporting.
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R16.9bn
Fund size

Active in all

9 provinces

Supporting
investments into

infrastructure
development

Futuregrowth Infrastructure & Development Bond Fund as at 30 September 2021

25 years+

of consistent longterm performance

Commercial
risk-adjusted
returns

Tangible

social and
developmental
impact

Exposure to
over 154 issuers AND
37 economic sectors

10
Sustainable
Development
Goals

More than
61% of the Fund

Supports

in medium-to-high
developmental
impact sectors
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INVESTMENT TEAM

Jason Lightfoot
Portfolio Manager
jasonl@futuregrowth.co.za
T +27 21 659 5462
Angelique Kalam
angeliquek@futuregrowth.co.za
T +27 21 659 5483
Rirhandzu Sithole
rsithole@futuregrowth.co.za
T +27 21 659 5316

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP TEAM
Maseabi Marageni
mmarageni@futuregrowth.co.za
C +27 84 837 7295

Disclaimer
Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“Futuregrowth”) is a licensed discretionary financial services provider, FSP 520, approved by
the Registrar of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. The fund values may be market linked or policy based. Market fluctuations and changes in
exchange rates may have an impact on fund values, prices and income and these are therefore not guaranteed. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity in place. Performance
figures are sourced from Futuregrowth and IRESS.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy or sell or a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell a financial product or security. The recipient is advised to assess the information with the assistance of an advisor if
necessary, with regard to its compatibility with his/her own circumstances in view of any legal, regulatory, tax and other implications.
Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All employees of Futuregrowth are remunerated with
salaries and standard short and long-term incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Futuregrowth to any persons. All intergroup transactions are done on an arm’s length basis. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance.
Futuregrowth prepared this document in good faith. Although the information in this document is based on sources considered to be
reliable, Futuregrowth makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this document, nor
does it accept any liability which might arise from making use of this information.
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